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ABSTRACT

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in formalisms for representing uncertain information on the Semantic Web. This interest is triggered by the observation that knowledge on the web is not always crisp and we have to be able to deal with incomplete, inconsistent and vague information. The treatment of this kind of information requires new approaches for knowledge representation and reasoning on the web as existing Semantic Web languages are based on classical logic which is known to be inadequate for representing uncertainty in many cases. While different general approaches for extending Semantic Web languages with the ability to represent uncertainty are explored, we focus our attention on probabilistic approaches. We survey existing proposals for extending semantic web languages or formalisms underlying Semantic Web languages in terms of their expressive power, reasoning capabilities as well as their suitability for supporting typical tasks associated with the Semantic Web.

INTRODUCTION

The Semantic Web is an extension of the World Wide Web that allows for expressing the semantics and not only the markup of data. By means of the representation of the semantics of data, new and not explicitly stated information can be derived by means of reasoners. In this way, software agents can use and integrate information automatically. As common web languages like (X)HTML and XML are not enough for this purpose (Decker et al., 2000), Semantic
Web languages have been standardised (RDF, RDF Schema and OWL), proposed (e.g. WRL, SWRL) and new ones are still being devised. However, most languages that are intended for usage on the Semantic Web are deterministic and cannot represent uncertainty. Currently, there is a growing interest in probabilistic extensions of Semantic Web languages. People start to realize that there is inherently probabilistic knowledge that needs to be represented on the Semantic Web. In the following, we briefly describe five areas where probabilistic information plays a role in the context of the Semantic Web:

- **Representing inherently uncertain information**: Not all of the information that needs to be represented on the Semantic Web is given in terms of definite statements. E.g., statistical information can provide insights to data to be shared on the Semantic Web. Ontological information attached with statistical values like the percentage of people in a population that are of a certain age can help answer queries about the correlation between this age and a certain chronic disease. There are many situations in which the use of this statistical information could be used to improve the behaviour of intelligent systems. An example would be a recommender System that points the user to certain information based on information about the age group.

- **Ontology Learning**: The manual creation of ontologies has been identified as one of the main bottlenecks on the Semantic Web. In order to overcome this problem several researchers are investigating methods for automatically learning ontologies from texts. Existing approach normally use a combination of NLP and text mining techniques (Maedche & Staab, 2004). Typical tasks are the detection of synonyms and of subclass relations using clustering techniques and association rule mining. In both fields, the result of the mining process can be interpreted in terms of a probabilistic judgement of the correctness of the learned relation.

- **Document Classification**: Document Classification can be seen as a special case of ontology learning called Ontology population. Today a major part of the information on the web is present in terms of documents (Web Pages, PDF Documents etc.). A common way of linking documents to knowledge encoded in ontologies is to assign individual documents to one or more concepts representing its content. Different machine learning techniques have been applied to this problem (Sebastiani, 2002). The most commonly used is the use of naїve Bayes classifiers that estimate the probability of a document belonging to a topic based on the occurrence of terms in sample documents.

- **Ontology Matching**: Different sources often use different ontologies to organize their information. In the case of documents, these are often classified according to different topic hierarchies. In order to be able to access information across these different sources, semantic correspondences between the classes in the corresponding ontologies have to be determined and encoded in mappings that can be used to access information across the sources. Recently, a number of approaches for automatically determining such mappings have been proposed (Euzenat & Shvaiko, 2007). Some of the most successful ones use machine learning techniques to compute the probability that two classes represent the same information.

- **Ontology mapping usage for information integration**: The usage of the mappings that have been found by matchers as explained in the paragraph above is currently mainly deterministic. Although the mappings are attached with a confidence that expresses how sure the matcher is that the mapping holds, the usage of those mappings consists
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